Giant planets migrate though the protoplanetary disc as they grow their solid core and attract their gaseous envelope. Previously, we have studied the growth and migration of an isolated planet in an evolving disc. Here, we generalise such models to include the mutual gravitational interaction between a high number of growing planetary bodies. We have investigated how the formation of planetary systems depends on the radial flux of pebbles through the protoplanetary disc and on the planet migration rate. Our N-body simulations confirm previous findings that Jupiter-like planets in orbits outside the water ice line originate from embryos starting out at 20-40 AU when using nominal type-I and type-II migration rates and a pebble flux of approximately 100-200 Earth masses per million years, enough to grow Jupiter within the lifetime of the solar nebula. The planetary embryos placed up to 30 AU migrate into the inner system (r P < 1AU). There they form super-Earths or hot and warm gas giants, producing systems that are inconsistent with the configuration of the solar system, but consistent with some exoplanetary systems. We also explored slower migration rates which allow the formation of gas giants from embryos originating from the 5-10 AU region, which are stranded exterior to 1 AU at the end of the gas-disc phase. These giant planets can also form in discs with lower pebbles fluxes (50-100 Earth masses per Myr). We identify a pebble flux threshold below which migration dominates and moves the planetary core to the inner disc, where the pebble isolation mass is too low for the planet to accrete gas efficiently. In our model, giant planet growth requires a sufficiently-high pebble flux to enable growth to out-compete migration. An even higher pebble flux produces systems with multiple gas giants. We show that planetary embryos starting interior to 5 AU do not grow into gas giants, even if migration is slow and the pebble flux is large. These embryos instead grow to just a few Earth masses, the mass regime of super-Earths. This stunted growth is caused by the low pebble isolation mass in the inner disc and is therefore independent of the pebble flux. Additionally we show that the long term evolution of our formed planetary systems can naturally produce systems with inner super-Earths and outer gas giants as well as systems of giant planets on very eccentric orbits.
Introduction
The discovery of the first planet around another star yielded a surprise, because the detected planet was nothing like the planets in our own solar system (Mayor & Queloz 1995) . The planet is in the mass regime of Jupiter and orbits its host star on a threeday orbit, which ultimately gave the name of this planetary class: hot Jupiters. Today we know that ∼1% of solar like stars host hot Jupiter planets, while their cold analogues (r P > 1AU) are found around 10% of stars (Johnson et al. 2010) . The occurrence rate of Jupiter planets in general seems to increase with their host star metallicity (Fischer & Valenti 2005) . Additionally, the eccentricity distribution of these giant planets also increases with host star metallicity, meaning that giant planets are more likely on eccentric orbits if the metallicity is large (Buchhave et al. 2018) , an attribute associated with the formation of multiple giant planets.
Nevertheless, the exact growth mechanism of giant planet systems still remains a mystery.
In classical simulations of the core accretion scenario, kmsized planetesimals can grow through mutual collisions to form the cores of giant planets (Pollack et al. 1996) . However, to achieve core masses of a few Earth masses, planetesimal densities of multiple times the solid density invoked in the minimum mass solar nebular (MMSN, Weidenschilling 1977; Hayashi 1981) are needed, to achieve growth timescales compatible with the disc lifetime. In addition, the growth time-scale increases with orbital distance, making the formation of planetary cores at large orbital distances very hard (Thommes et al. 2003) . Gravitational stirring of the planetesimals by a set of growing protoplanets reduces the growth rates even further (Levison et al. 2010) . Also protoplanets migrating through a sea of planetesimals and planetary embryos mostly scatter these bodies and accretion is inefficient (Tanaka & Ida 1999; Mandell et al. 2007; Izidoro et al. 2014) . However, by taking the accretion of small mm-cm sized pebbles into account, the growth time-scale of planetary cores can be greatly reduced (Johansen & Lacerda 2010; Ormel & Klahr 2010; Lambrechts & Johansen 2012; Morbidelli & Nesvorny 2012) . The efficiency of pebble accretion relies on the drift of the pebbles in the gas discs. When a pebble enters within the planetary Bondi or Hill sphere, the gas drag robs the pebble of angular momentum and allows it to spiral inward onto the planet to be accreted. This effect becomes important once the planetesimal has reached several 100 km in size Visser & Ormel 2016; .
Growing planets gravitationally interact with the protoplanetary disc and migrate through it (Ward 1986 (Ward , 1997 , where the planet only slightly influences the gas distribution around it. Low mass bodies migrate in type-I migration, which is mostly inwards Kley et al. 2009 ). The migration time-scale related to type-I migration can be orders of magnitude shorter than the disc lifetime, driving the growing planets to the central star (Tanaka et al. 2002) . Jupiter-mass planets, on the other hand, open deep gaps in the protoplanetary disc (Lin & Papaloizou 1986; Crida et al. 2006) . The planet then migrates in type-II migration, which is slower than type-I-migration and has the potential of saving the growing planets from migrating all the way to the central star. New studies also indicate that the classical type-II migration operating on a viscous time-scale, might not be valid (Duffell et al. 2014; Dür-mann & Kley 2015; Kanagawa et al. 2018; Robert et al. 2018 ). We will thus investigate here the influences of these new type-II migration prescriptions on planet formation.
Pebble accretion in combination with disc evolution and planet migration is used to study the formation of planetary systems in simulations with single bodies (Bitsch et al. 2015b; Bitsch & Johansen 2016; Bitsch & Johansen 2017; Bitsch et al. 2018a; Ndugu et al. 2018; Johansen et al. 2018 ). These results indicate that pebble accretion is efficient enough for planets to reach pebble isolation mass before migrating due to type-I migration all the way to the central star. At pebble isolation mass, the planet opens a partial gap in the disc, increasing the gas velocity exterior of its orbit to super-Keplerian values that prevent the inward drift of pebbles onto the planet, which thus stops accreting pebbles Morbidelli & Nesvorny 2012; Bitsch et al. 2018b ) and gas accretion can start. However, cold Jupiters (orbits with a > 1 AU) migrate over large orbital distances during their formation (Bitsch et al. 2015b; Bitsch & Johansen 2016; Bitsch & Johansen 2017; Ndugu et al. 2018) .
Additionally, N-body studies including pebble accretion are employed to explain the evolution of multiple embryos into planetary systems (Levison et al. 2015; Chambers 2016; Matsumura et al. 2017; Morishima 2018) . Levison et al. (2015) found that only a few bodies will grow to become giant planets, because the largest planetary embryos excite the eccentricities and inclinations of their smaller counterparts to such high values that their ability to accrete pebbles is quenched. Similar results were obtained also by Morishima (2018) , who along with Levison et al. (2015) ignore planet migration. The simulations by Matsumura et al. (2017) , on the other hand, showed that embryos starting at the current orbital distances of Jupiter and Saturn migrate to the inner disc while they grow. This is not surprising, since Bitsch et al. (2015b) and Bitsch et al. (2018a) showed that the formation of gas giants at a few AU distance requires the seed to start growing beyond 20-40 AU in the disc due to the short migration time-scales.
In this work we have investigated the conditions that allow the formation of cold gas giants outside of 1 AU by investigating two main parameters that determine the outcome of the simulations: (i) the pebble flux that determines the growth rate of the planetary core and (ii) the migration speed during planet growth which determines the final semi-major axis of the planet. This paper is part of a trilogy. The other two companion papers focus on the difference and similarities between truly Earthlike planets and rocky super-Earths (Lambrechts et al. 2019) as well as on the formation of super-Earth systems (Izidoro et al. 2019 ) via pebble accretion, planet migration and breaking of resonance chains. In those two works, the pebble flux plays a crucial role as it determines the divide between the formation of true terrestrial planet analogues and super-Earths up to planets in the ice giant mass regime (15-20 Earth masses).
Our work is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe our new code FLINTSTONE, which includes pebble and gas accretion as well as planet migration in a protoplanetary disc environment, which is also used in Izidoro et al. (2019) . We particularly focus here on the gas accretion recipes and the migration prescriptions. In Section 3 we discuss the influence of the pebble flux as well as the importance of the initial position of the planetary embryo on the formation of gas giants and verify previous results of single-body simulations. In Section 4 we show that an early gap opening and a reduced migration speed in the type-II migration regime allows the formation of giant planet systems, originating much closer to the central star, if the pebble flux is large enough. We then show outcomes of individual systems and long term evolution in Section 5 and discuss our findings in Section 6. We finally summarise in Section 7.
Method
We used our new pebble accretion and N-body code FLINT-STONE, which includes prescriptions for planet migration, gas damping of eccentricity and inclination and disc evolution. The original N-body integrator is based on the Mercury hybrid symplectic integrator (Chambers 1999) and collisions between embryos were treated as inelastic mergers. Migration and type-I damping of eccentricities and inclinations (Papaloizou & Larwood 2000; Tanaka & Ward 2004 ) was included using the equations of Cresswell & Nelson (2008) . For massive planets we use the damping rates derived by Bitsch et al. (2013) . Except for the pebble accretion, gas accretion and new migration schemes (discussed below), this code was already used by Izidoro et al. (2017) and Raymond et al. (2018) to explain the formation and evolution of super-Earth systems. Additionally the same code is used in the companion paper of Izidoro et al. (2019) , which is described there in more detail. We thus give here just a quick summary of the methods used and highlight the differences to our companion papers.
We additionally performed test simulations of single bodies regarding planet growth via pebble accretion and planet migration and found perfect match with the N-body code used in Lambrechts et al. (2019) , which is based on SyMBA (Duncan et al. 1998 ).
Set-up of the models
We initialise our planetary seeds in the mass range of 0.005-0.015 Earth masses, which is roughly the planetary mass at which pebble accretion becomes more efficient than planetesimal accretion for single bodies ).
Our planetary cores have a fixed density of 2.0 g/cm 3 , corresponding to a mixture of water ice and rock. Our initial seeds are spaced in two configurations: (i) where the distance between the seeds is fixed at 0.25 AU and the innermost seed is placed at 2.75 AU to study the formation of planets in the inner disc and (ii) a distance of 10-15 mutual Hill radii where the innermost seed is placed at 10 AU to study the formation of planets in the outer system. In both configurations, the initial eccentricity of the planetary embryo is 0.001-0.01, and the inclination is 0.01-0.5 degrees and with random orbital elements.
Our disc model and evolution is based on the simulations by Bitsch et al. (2015a) , where we implant our planetary embryos in a disc that is already 2 Myr old (in the model of Bitsch et al. (2015a) ) and lives for a total of 5 Myr. The planets thus evolve for 3 Myr in the gas disc environment. In our disc model, this corresponds to an accretion rate of 5 × 10 −9 M /yr at the beginning of the simulation and of 1 × 10 −9 M /yr at disc dissipation. A disc with a low accretion rate has a low gas surface density resulting in slow type-I migration, which we identify below as a main problem for gas giant formation at large distances. We note that our simulations are mostly independent of the chosen disc accretion rate, as long as the pebble isolation mass is larger in the outer disc than in the inner disc, which is true for early discs older than 0.5 Myr (Bitsch et al. 2015a) . In this scenario, the planets in the outer disc can grow to gas giants, while the inner planets can only grow to super-Earths. What then matters for the final system is the pebble flux and migration speed, which determine the exact configuration of the formed systems 1 . The here used discs with low accretion rates are on the lower end of the observed accretion rates, which spread over a large range (Manara et al. 2016) . See also section 6 for more details.
Discs with these low accretion rates already feature very small aspect ratios in the inner few AU, resulting in very low pebble isolation masses and very low core masses (see appendix A). Additionally, the water ice line is at ∼1 AU at the beginning of our simulations and moves down to ∼ 0.5 AU at the end of the gas disc phase. This implies that we focus on the growth of giant planets in the cold parts of the disc, where the pebbles are larger due the water ice component (see below).
The viscosity ν in our work is described through the α-model (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) . The viscosity in itself is a crucial parameter, because it determines the disc structure, the pebble accretion rates (through the pebble scale height H peb ) and the planet migration rates. The disc structure of Bitsch et al. (2015a) is calculated using α disc = 0.0054, which is fixed to that value in the Bitsch et al. (2015a) thermodynamical model and is kept constant in our work her for all shown simulations.
In our work we test different viscosities related to migration, ν mig , while keeping the viscosity for the disc parameters and pebble growth, ν disc , constant. Although this is not self-consistent, it has the advantage of letting us probe just the influence of migration without changing the disc structure and planetary accretion rates. Due to the α-parameterization we link the disc's viscosity to α disc and the viscosity for migration to α mig and thus only vary α mig in this work.
We believe that this approach has merit, because new disc models are emerging, where the radial transport of gas is dominated by the angular momentum removal in MHD winds at the surface of the disc. These discs may have a structure in terms of 1 As shown in our companion paper by Izidoro et al. (2019) , hot inner discs are required to make rocky super-Earths, but this has only very little influence on the formation of outer gas giants that accrete mainly icy pebbles.
surface density profile similar to that of α-discs with relatively large viscosity (Bai 2017) , though having a low bulk viscosity. Giant planets in these discs may migrate at low velocity Johansen et al. 2018 ), which we can mimic here by reducing the migration viscosity parameter α mig . This can potentially allow us to obtain results consistent with observations (i.e. that most giant planets are 'cold').
Pebble accretion
We follow the prescription of pebble accretion from Johansen et al. (2015) , which includes a decrease in the pebble accretion for objects on eccentric or inclined orbits. The accretion rate of the planetary coreṀ core is directly proportional to the pebble surface density Σ peb .
We would like to stress that in the companion paper by Lambrechts et al. (2019) the pebble fluxṀ peb is treated as a free parameter, decaying as the gas disc. This simpler prescription is suited for the scopes of Lambrechts et al. (2019) defining the transition between terrestrial planets and super-Earths, while we use here and in Izidoro et al. (2019) a more quantitative model for the formation of planetary systems, based on , which was also used in Bitsch et al. (2015b) and Bitsch et al. (2018a) . As the details of our pebble accretion scheme are also described in our companion paper by Izidoro et al. (2019) , we will only mention the necessary and important parameters for this work.
Pebbles in the protoplanetary disc settle towards the midplane depending on their size, parameterised in this work by the dimensionless Stokes number τ f , depending on the level of turbulence in the protoplanetary disc described through the disc's viscosity. Using the α prescription, Youdin & Lithwick (2007) derived the pebble scale height as
Typically the pebbles in our simulations have Stokes numbers of 0.05-0.1, which is calculated by equating the drift time-scale with the growth time-scale (Birnstiel et al. 2012; Lambrechts & Johansen 2012) . That yields a value of H peb /H g ∼0.1, in agreement with observations of protoplanetary discs (Pinte et al. 2016) . The pebble surface density Σ peb (r P ) at the planets location can be calculated from the pebble fluxṀ peb via
where r P denotes the semi-major axis of the planet, v K = Ω K r P , and Σ g (r P ) stands for the gas surface density at the planets locations. The pebble fluxṀ peb is calculated self consistently through an equilibrium between dust growth and drift (Birnstiel et al. 2012; Bitsch et al. 2018a) , where these simulations predict a decrease of the pebble flux in time (Fig. 1) . Here S peb describes the scaling factor to the pebble fluxṀ peb to test the influence of different pebble fluxes (see below). The same approach is used in Izidoro et al. (2019) . The pebble sticking efficiency can be taken as P = 0.5 under the assumption of near-perfect sticking . The Stokes number of the pebbles can be related to the pebble surface density Σ peb and gas surface density Σ g through the Article number, page 3 of 25 A&A proofs: manuscript no. Nbodymigration following relation
Here η represents a measurement of the sub-Keplerianity of the gas velocity. We note that we did not include here the effects of an outer reservoir of pebbles 2 in the disc as proposed in Bitsch et al. (2018a) , but follow the reduction of the pebble flux in time as predicted directly by the pebble evolution models (see Fig. 1 ). This yieldsṀ peb and thus Σ peb of values lower than predicted by observations (Bitsch et al. 2018a) . These low Σ peb values result in very low pebble accretion rates, making the formation of giant planet cores difficult. We thus vary the pebble flux by a factor S peb with 2.5, 5.0, 10.0 in order to achieve higher accretion rates, where we show the evolution ofṀ peb in Fig. 1 . S peb = 1.0 thus corresponds to the nominal pebble flux. Larger S peb values thus lead to pebble surface densities that correspond to the observed values (Williams & Cieza 2011; Carrasco-González et al. 2016) . Using S peb = 10.0 results in Stokes numbers that are a factor of ∼3 larger than for our nominal pebble flux, resulting in faster accretion rates due to the larger pebbles and larger Σ peb . The same approach has been taken in our companion paper by Izidoro et al. (2019) .
At higher temperatures, water sublimates and we fix the radius of the pebbles to 1 mm, corresponding to typical chondrule sizes . This is consistent with the assumptions made in Morbidelli et al. (2015) to explain the dichotomy between the terrestrial planets and the gas giants in the solar system. Fixing the pebble size to 1 mm, however still yields Stokes numbers of various values, due to the radially declining gas surface density. Additionally, we reduce the pebble fluxṀ peb to half its nominal value to account for water loss. In our disc model, the water ice line is located at ≈1 AU at the beginning of our simulations, but moves even further inwards in time as the disc evolves (Bitsch et al. 2015a ).
In our companion paper by Lambrechts et al. (2019) a total pebble mass of ≈ 170M E over the disc lifetime is needed to form super-Earth type planets by the accretion of pebbles, while lower pebble fluxes in their work do not result in sufficient growth to form super-Earths directly from pebbles. This corresponds to S peb = 5.0 in our model, because of the volatile loss at the water ice line when silicate pebbles drift into the inner system as required by Lambrechts et al. (2019) . This pebble flux is sufficient in our case for gas giant growth. The reason for this difference is that Lambrechts et al. (2019) investigate the formation of rocky super-Earths that form interior to the water ice line, where the pebbles are small. This results then in lower accretion rates compared to the pebble sizes used in our work here, which are about an order of magnitude larger than in Lambrechts et al. (2019) .
A planet accretes a fraction f acc of the whole pebble fluxṀ peb passing it
The pebble flux arriving at interior planets is thus reduced by exactly this fraction f acc , reducing the accretion rates onto the interior planets. For low core masses f acc is very small and stays well 2 An outer reservoir of pebbles or a constant replenishment of pebbles might be needed to keep the pebble flux large enough to allow the formation of planets (Manara et al. 2018 Fig. 1 . Pebble flux as a function of time in our disc model with a gas disc lifetime of 3 Myr. We also show the upscaled pebble fluxes using the factor S peb = 1.0 − 10.0. Additionally, the total amount of pebbles M peb,tot drifting through the gas disc during its lifetime of 3 Myr is marked.
below a level of a percent. Even larger cores do not reduce the pebble flux significantly, until they reach pebble isolation mass (Morbidelli & Nesvorny 2012; Bitsch et al. 2018b) , when pebble accretion stops (see below) and the whole inward flux of pebbles is stopped, starving the inner planetary embryos. As a planet grows, it starts to push away material from its orbit, generating a partial gap in the protoplanetary disc, where the planet generates an inversion in the radial pressure gradient of the disc exterior its orbit, halting the inward drift of pebbles Morbidelli & Nesvorny 2012; Bitsch et al. 2018b; Ataiee et al. 2018) . The pebble isolation mass in itself is a function of the local properties of the protoplanetary discs, namely the disc's viscosity ν, aspect ratio H/r and radial pressure gradient ∂ ln P/∂ ln r as well as of the Stokes number of the particles, which can diffuse through the partial gap in the disc generated by the planet (Bitsch et al. 2018b) . We follow here the fit of Bitsch et al. (2018b) , who gave the pebble isolation mass including diffusion of small pebbles as
with λ ≈ 0.00476/ f fit , Π crit = α disc 2τ f , and
where α 3 = 0.001. In appendix A we show how the pebble isolation mass evolves in our disc model in time.
Gas accretion
After the planets have reached pebble isolation mass, the planetary envelope can contract, where we follow the analytical prescriptions of Piso & Youdin (2014) and Piso et al. (2015) . In this formalism, the contraction rate of the planetary envelope is a strong function of the planetary core masṡ
Here f is a factor to change the accretion rate in order to match numerical and analytical results, which is normally set to f = 0.2 (Piso & Youdin 2014) . The opacity in the planetary envelope κ env is generally very hard to determine because it depends on the grain sizes, their composition and their distribution inside the planetary atmosphere (Mordasini 2014 ). Here we use κ env = 0.05cm 2 /g, which is very similar to the values used in the study by Movshovitz & Podolak (2008) . Lower values of κ env yield faster contraction rates, while higher κ env result in slower envelope contraction. This contraction phase ends as soon as M core = M env and rapid gas accretion starts.
For rapid gas accretion (M core < M env ), we follow Machida et al. (2010) , who calculated the gas accretion rate using 3D hydrodynamical simulations with nested grids. They find two different gas accretion branches, which are given aṡ
where r H denotes the planetary hill radius. The effective accretion rate is given by the minimum of these two accretion rates. The low branch is for low mass planets (with r H /H < 0.3), while the high branch is for high mass planets (r H /H > 0.3). Additionally, we limit the maximum accretion rate to 80% of the disc's accretion rate onto the star, because gas can flow through the gap, even for high mass planets (Lubow & D'Angelo 2006) . The final masses of the planets is limited to Jupiters mass, as we are mainly interested in the formation of the giant planets in our solar system 3 . Previous hydrodynamical simulations using the Machida et al. (2010) gas accretion rates have shown that planets first accrete the material directly from their horseshoe region ). Only after they accreted all the gas contained in that region is accretion limited by what the disc can provide. In our simulations, however, we limit gas accretion always to 80% of the disc's accretion rateṀ disc . Additionally multiple gas accreting planets would in reality compete for the gas of the disc, but in our model planets in the runaway gas accretion mode accrete gas to the full rate, limited to 80% of the disc's accretion rate. For simplification we also do not include the feedback of a gas accreting planet onto the disc structure, but we will include this in future work.
Nominal type-I and type-II migration
Planets growing in protoplanetary discs interact gravitationally with the disc and migrate through it (see Baruteau et al. 2014 for a review). The exact prescriptions of type-I migration and type-I damping of eccentricity and inclination are described in our companion paper of Izidoro et al. (2019) . We will thus just repeat the necessities and differences between our work and Izidoro et al. (2019) The entropy related corotation torque can drive outward migration in the inner regions of the disc (Bitsch et al. 2015a) , if the viscosity is high enough. This is for example the case for α mig = 0.0054 as used in our nominal migration model and in our companion paper by Izidoro et al. (2019) . However for low levels of viscosity the entropy related corotation torque saturates and it becomes negative, preventing outward migration. This is the case in our simulations with low viscosity, using α mig = 0.00054 and α mig = 0.0001.
In Izidoro et al. (2019) planets do not accrete gaseous envelopes and thus stay relatively small and always migrate in the type-I regime. Here we include gas accretion and thus also include type-II migration of giant planets. The classical type-II migration depends solely on the disc's viscosity (Lin & Papaloizou 1986) , even though there has been some debate about this in recent literature (Dürmann & Kley 2015; Dürmann & Kley 2017; Ragusa et al. 2018; Robert et al. 2018) . Type-II migration sets in when the planet has opened a deep gap in the protoplanetary disc. For a planet to open a gap, the gap opening criteria by Crida et al. (2006) has to be fulfilled, which is given as
Here q is the star to planet mass ratio, and R the Reynolds number given by R = r 2 P Ω P /ν. Fulfilling this relation leads to surface density at the bottom of the gap Σ min that corresponds to 10% of the unperturbed gas surface density Σ up . The migration timescale is then given by τ visc = r 2 P /ν. As in Bitsch et al. (2015b) we use an interpolation between type-I and type-II migration in order to smooth the transition.
As we are mostly interested in the growth of giant planets exterior to 1 AU, we remove inward migrating bodies that cross interior to 1 AU from our simulations, in order to save computation time. The removed bodies should also have an eccentricity lower than e < 0.5, in order to avoid removing bodies that have large eccentricity due to a scattering event and just cross inside this boundary temporarily. In reality these bodies would survive in the inner disc, where they can pile-up close to the star and form systems of hot super-Earths, like in our companion paper by Izidoro et al. (2019) and in section 5.
Migration with reduced viscosity
Recent hydrodynamical simulations have cast doubt on the hypothesis that type-II migration follows the viscous evolution of the protoplanetary disc (Duffell et al. 2014; Dürmann & Kley 2015; Dürmann & Kley 2017; Kanagawa et al. 2018; Robert et al. 2018) . We first study the evolution of systems with the nominal migration rates (see above) in section 3 that correspond to the migration rates of Bitsch et al. (2015b) . We then show the influence of a reduced α mig parameter on the formation of planetary systems in section 4, where the differences in migration speed are described below. A similar approach also following the work of Kanagawa et al. (2018) , as outlined below, has been used in the planet population synthesis models by Ida et al. (2018) . With the reduced migration rates they find a good match to the cold Jupiter distribution as revealed by observations. Recent 2D simulations by Kanagawa et al. (2018) showed that the torque exerted on a gap-opening planet depends on the surface density at the bottom of the gap, Σ min . The planet slows down as the surface density at the bottom of the gap decreases. Kanagawa et al. (2018) provide a migration formula for gapopening planets that allow slow migration, if the viscosity is low. We will model this reduced migration rates using the before introduced α mig with different values. Kanagawa et al. (2018) relate the type-II migration rate to the type-I migration time-scale (which we calculate as explained A&A proofs: manuscript no. Nbodymigration above) in the following way
where Σ up corresponds to the unperturbed gas surface density and Σ min to the minimal gas surface density at the bottom of the gap generated by the planet. The ratio Σ up /Σ min can be expressed through (Duffell & MacFadyen 2013; Fung et al. 2014; Kanagawa et al. 2015 )
where
This prescription naturally allows a smooth transition from type-I to type-II migration as the planet grows, while the transition between type-I and type-II migration used in Bitsch et al. (2015b) originates from connecting different sets of simulations. Additionally this prescription allows also an earlier transition into type-II migration due to the lower viscosity, which reduces the distance planets migrate. This effect can not be modelled by just reducing type-II migration alone, because gap opening would occur only for planets with very high masses, if α in eq. 10 is large. We show this behaviour in appendix B.
In the following we use two different migration prescriptions:
1. The nominal migration prescription already used in Bitsch et al. (2015b) . This corresponds to the simulations shown in section 3. 2. The migration prescription using eq. 11 for type-II migration and the transition from type-I to type-II migration using α disc = 0.00054 or α disc = 0.0001 in the other sections.
We note that using α mig = α disc = 0.0054 with eq. 11 for migration results in a nearly identical migration history as for simulations of planets using the nominal migration prescription (used in section 3) and classical type-II migration rates used in Bitsch et al. (2015b) . In this framework, a low value of α mig prevents outward migration, because the corotation torque saturates at low viscosities (Masset 2001) . On the other hand, the gap generated by the planet becomes deeper and thus inward migration becomes slower compared to higher values of α mig for large planets.
We thus investigate here just the influence of different migration speeds. This includes type-I migration, the transition from type-I to type-II migration as well as type-II migration itself. For this we vary α mig in section 4. Additionally, we keep α disc = 0.0054 through our simulations to have the same pebble scale heights in all simulations and thus the same pebble accretion rates.
As our simulations do not aim to model specific planetary systems with a specific migration history or to explain in detail observational data of exoplanets, we do not model the feedback from the planet on the protoplanetary disc, meaning that even if a planet is massive enough to generate a gap in the disc, the other planets still feel the unperturbed disc profile. However, we think this effect is not very important for the purpose of our study, because the width of the gap of a giant planet is roughly its Hill radius (Crida et al. 2006) , whereas planets in convergent migration are typically trapped in resonances outside of the Hill radius.
Nominal migration rates
In this section we use our nominal planet migration recipe (see section 2.4 and Bitsch et al. 2015b) , where α disc = α mig = 0.0054, and we ran 5 simulations for each setup with varying initial conditions (embryo mass, eccentricity, inclination and orbital elements).
We show in Fig. 2 the semi-major axis (left) and mass (right) evolution of 60 planetary seeds, where the innermost seed is placed at 2.75 AU. We use here the nominal pebble flux with S peb = 1.0, meaning that 70 Earth masses of pebbles cross the disc during its lifetime and S peb = 2.5 with a total of 175 Earth masses of pebbles. The value of S peb is marked in each plot.
Even though the protoplanetary disc contains a region of outward migration that can trap bodies of up to a few Earth masses, planets migrate inwards. This is caused by two effects, (i) the region of outward migration is constrained to the inner disc (up to 2-3 AU, see Bitsch et al. 2015a) , so the inner bodies have to "block" the inward migrating outer bodies and might not be able to do so due to their low masses and (ii) due to mutual interactions between the bodies, the eccentricities increase, quenching the corotation torque responsible for outward migration (Bitsch & Kley 2010; Cossou et al. 2013; Fendyke & Nelson 2014) .
The net result is that planets migrate inwards and a few bodies cross towards the inner system with masses below 1 Earth mass. We note that in our simulations, planet migration becomes significant when a body reaches roughly 0.1 Earth masses. These bodies primarily originate from up to ∼5 AU. Planets forming exterior to 5 AU, on the other hand, grow to a few Earth masses and do not migrate interior to 1 AU. However, these bodies remain too small to start to accrete gas in an efficient way.
Therefore, from the point of formation of gas giants, these sets of parameters fail. This is in agreement with the previous planet formation simulations by Bitsch et al. (2015b) and Bitsch et al. (2018a) , because the pebble flux is just too low to allow an efficient growth to core masses needed to accrete an gaseous envelope 4 . Following the predictions of Bitsch et al. (2018a) , an increase in the pebble flux will allow the growth of gas giants. Indeed using S peb = 2.5 allows planetary embryos farther away to grow to reach pebble isolation mass earlier and before the end of the gas disc's lifetime, but they migrate into the inner disc. Planets might even reach runaway gas accretion, but they do not transition into type-II migration and thus migrate with the fast type-I rate into the inner regions of the disc (see appendix B).
The planets migrating inwards are slowed down in their migration in the region of outward migration caused by the entropy driven corotation torque, where the planets can form chains of resonant bodies that then migrate inwards as the disc slowly disperses. These chains of planets are very common at this evolutionary stage, because the planets grow to just a few Earth masses which is the correct planetary mass to be trapped in the region of outward migration (Bitsch et al. 2015a ). This effect was already observed in the N-body simulations of Izidoro et al. (2017) and can also be seen in our companion paper by Izidoro et al. (2019) . For faster growth (S peb = 2.5), the planets become too massive to be trapped in the region of outward migration and the whole chain migrates inwards and planets cross into the inner disc regions. Resonances for these outer systems are then not . Bodies shown in black migrate by type-I migration interior to 1 AU, while grey bodies correspond either to small bodies that do not grow or to bodies that are ejected from the disc via gravitational interactions with other bodies. Coloured bodies correspond to the most massive surviving bodies in the disc. The gas disc lifetime is 3 Myr after injection of the planetary embryos, where the disc dissipation is marked by the vertical black line. The embryos migrate with nominal migration and the innermost embryo is placed at 2.75 AU.
very common, but they can form chains of resonance anchored at the inner disc edge (see Izidoro et al. 2017 and Izidoro et al. 2019 ). In Fig. 2 , the planetary systems shown are the most stable systems of this set of simulations. In fact, 80% of our simulations using S peb = 1.0 and 40% of our simulations using S peb = 2.5 become unstable after gas disc dispersal, even though the integration time is only 5 Myr after disc dispersal. This is related to the large number of planets with several Earth masses (and above) in a narrow region of ∼3 AU in the disc, where an outer belt of embryos with another couple of Earth masses can perturb the orbits of the inner planets. We note that the number of planets of at least a few Earth masses staying exterior to 1 AU is smaller for larger pebble fluxes, because the planets migrate inwards more efficiently (black lines in Fig. 2 ). However, larger numbers of embryos at close distances to each other are easier to become unstable (Iwasaki & Ohtsuki 2006; Matsumoto et al. 2012) , explaining the differences in instabilities of the simulations with different pebble fluxes.
Additionally Bitsch et al. (2018a) showed that gas giants staying outside of 1 AU must have originated from 20-40 AU. In the following we thus do not only vary the pebble flux, but also increase the orbital distance of the embryos in order to study the evolution in the outer disc to test if gas giant formation is possible in the outer disc within an N-body framework.
In Fig. 3 we show the semi-major axis (left) and planetary masses (right) of 60 planetary embryos in four different setups: S peb = 1.0, 2.5, 5.0 and 10.0 (from top to bottom). The embryos are distributed from 10-40 AU. This means in the simulation with S peb =10.0, a total of 700 Earth masses in pebbles flow through the disc during the 3 Myr of evolution. This corresponds roughly to the suggested total amount of pebbles in Bitsch et al. (2018a) .
As expected, the planetary embryos growing in the disc with the nominal pebble flux only show minimal growth and thus also only minimal planet migration. Their growth is very strongly hindered by the low pebble surface density in the outer disc.
Increasing the pebble flux by S peb =2.5 already allows the growth of some planetary embryos to masses that are big enough to reach gas accretion. Only the innermost embryos forming at around 10 AU grow quickly enough to reach these masses before gas disc dissipation. However these embryos migrate inwards close to 1 AU. For the embryos exterior to 15 AU, the pebble flux is still too low to grow significantly.
Increasing the pebble flux even further allows a more efficient growth, allowing seeds at larger orbital distances to grow to pebble isolation mass and eventually reach runaway gas accretion. Additionally, multiple seeds can grow in our simulations, resulting in about 10 planets that reach at least a few Earth masses, where actually most bodies reach pebble isolation mass. Here the innermost embryo is placed at 10 AU, so further away than in Fig. 2 . As before, black lines correspond to bodies that migrate to the inner disc interior of 1 AU via type-I migration, bodies shown in grey are either not growing much or are ejected via gravitational interactions. The bodies shown in colours are the most massive surviving bodies in the simulation.
However, these planets are mostly lost to the inner disc, even when the bodies have already started to accrete gas in the runaway mode (see the black lines for S peb = 5.0). This is due to the large viscosity (α = 0.0054), which only allows gap opening and transition to type-II migration when the planet is already very massive, so most planets do not reach gap opening mass at all in these sets of simulations. As most of the planets migrate inwards very fast and as the planets are too massive to be trapped in the region of outward migration, planets do not get caught in resonances in the outer disc. The surviving planets for S peb = 5.0 are also not in resonance and their final orbital positions are only determined by the gas disc dissipation.
The giant planets in these simulations reach eccentricity of up to a few percent, which is caused by two effects: (i) as most giant planets are removed from the disc, not many massive bodies can interact to excite eccentricities and (ii) the damping due to interactions with the gas disc is quite efficient and eccentricities stay low (Bitsch et al. 2013) . The smaller bodies (indicated in grey) have larger eccentricities, even above 10%, similar to the grey lines in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 .
In these simulations, instabilities after gas disc dispersal are not very common, only ∼5% of our simulations show instabilities after gas disc dispersal. In case the growth is slow, the bodies that remain in the outer disc are so small that they do not excite large instabilities. The number of bodies that migrate inwards and survive exterior to 1 AU (red, green and blue lines for S peb = 2.5 in Fig. 3 ) is generally much smaller than in Fig. 2 , causing the systems to be more stable (Matsumoto et al. 2012) .
For the simulations with S peb ≥ 5.0, the planets grow and migrate fast into the inner disc, so that only a very small number of planets survive exterior to 1 AU. It might actually seem that giant planet growth is more efficient for S peb = 5.0 than for S peb = 10.0, however this is an artefact caused by the removal of bodies that cross interior to 1 AU (black lines). The bodies growing in discs with S peb = 10.0 grow faster and thus migrate earlier so that more bodies can migrate into the inner disc until 3 Myr compared to planets formed in discs with S peb = 5.0. In the case of S peb = 5.0, planets just grow later and can thus survive in the outer disc. This can be seen by the time the first planet shown in black migrates interior to 1 AU.
Figure 3 also shows that the innermost embryo grows first. This is related to the flaring of the disc structure with radius, resulting in a lower disc scale height at the position of the inner embryo, giving a lower H peb and thus higher accretion rate. In any case, the growing planets leave the remaining embryos that grow slower on eccentric orbits preventing them from growing via pebble accretion. As the initial distances between the embryos are quite large, they remain stable (Iwasaki & Ohtsuki 2006) . Nevertheless, when S peb ≥ 5, gas giants of Saturn mass and above form and can stay outside of 1 AU. The origin of these gas giants is beyond 30 AU as in Bitsch et al. (2015b) . In fact, the Jupiter planet exterior to 1 AU formed in the simulation with S peb =10 originates from around 40 AU. As it migrates through the disc, it scatters away the remaining embryos on eccentric orbits, quenching their growth.
These simulations confirm the single body simulations of Bitsch et al. (2015b) and Bitsch et al. (2018a) in the sense that the formation of gas giants outside of 1 AU is possible, but only if the planetary embryos to form the gas giants originate from the outer disc at 20-40 AU. The total pebble mass has to be at least 300 Earth masses in our simulations to allow the formation of gas giants exterior to 1 AU. Planetary embryos formed interior to 30 AU still grow, but migrate to the inner disc with a variety of masses (from 0.1 Earth masses to even above Saturn mass) and would eventually disrupt an inner planetary system (Fogg & Nelson 2005; Raymond et al. 2006; Mandell et al. 2007 ). Some of these bodies would then grow to become hot Jupiters as predicted by Bitsch et al. (2015b) and Bitsch et al. (2018a) , where the inner disc edge stops their inwards migration before they migrate all the way into the central star. In Izidoro et al. (2019) these fast migration rates are used to reproduce systems of super Earths. In fact, instabilities of these super Earths can produce planetary cores of several 10 Earth masses. We note however that we do not observe early instabilities and collisions between the bodies and growth up to several Earth masses is entirely dominated by pebble accretion.
These results make it very difficult to explain the formation of the Solar system, if planetary embryos form all over the disc. Our model of planet growth suggests two possible scenarios to avoid the invasion of inner planetary systems from bodies growing in the outer system, (i) the planetary seeds are not distributed all over the disc, but features certain pile-ups, for example at ice lines (Schoonenberg & Ormel 2017; Drażkowska & Alibert 2017) to avoid too many seeds to grow to several Earth masses. However, if the seeds form too close, they would still migrate into the inner system unless events like outward migration in resonance of giant planets are invoked (Masset & Snellgrove 2001; Pierens et al. 2014; Walsh et al. 2011) or (ii) that planet migration is slower than anticipated in our nominal model. We will focus in the following to study the effects of reduced migration rates on the formation of planetary systems.
Reduction of migration
We now investigate the influence of different migration speeds set by α mig on the formation of planetary systems. Just reducing the type-II migration rate alone will not keep the growing planets exterior to 1 AU, because gap opening in high viscosity discs only happens at very large planet masses (see appendix B).
We do not alter the growth rates and pebble isolation mass, meaning that H peb and the disc structure are determined by α disc = 0.0054. In appendix C we present simulations with a reduced H peb , which essentially reproduce planetary systems formed in discs with higher H peb and higherṀ peb .
We remind the reader that the positive torques, responsible for outward migration driven by the entropy related corotation torque, saturate for low viscosities. This means that if α mig is reduced outward migration might not be possible any more. Even though outward migration is possible in the previous simulations, planets mostly migrate inwards due to their eccentricities being larger than the horseshoe width of the planet (Bitsch & Kley 2010 ). On the other hand, a reduced α mig parameter will allow a faster gap opening and thus slower migration, if the planet grows big enough. We test two variations of α mig with 0.00054 and 0.0001, so a factor of 10 and ∼50 smaller than α disc . We ran 5 simulations for each setup with varying initial conditions (embryo mass, eccentricity, inclination and orbital elements).
In Fig. 4 we show the evolution of 60 planetary seeds in discs with four different pebble fluxes of S peb =1.0, 2.5, 5.0 and 10.0, where α mig = 0.00054. Otherwise the simulation parameters (disc structure, evolution, etc.) are the same as in the previous simulations (Fig. 2) . We remove again bodies that cross interior to 1 AU to save computation time.
Clearly a reduction of α mig compared to Fig. 2 reduces the distance the planets migrate through the disc during the gas disc's lifetime (see also appendix B). Due to the reduced migration speed, planetary embryos forming at around 10 AU can stay outside of 1 AU, if the pebble flux allows the formation of gas giants. In the case of the nominal pebble flux, planets can grow to a few Earth masses, if they form interior to 5 AU, but then they migrate interior of 1 AU. For low mass planets, the reduced α mig parameter prevents the torques to stay unsaturated and thus allows only inward migration. This actually implies that the formed low mass planets migrate to the inner disc faster than in the scenario with nominal migration (see Fig. 2 ). However, the reduced α mig allows a transition to slower type-II migration if the planets become big enough.
Comparing the simulations with nominal pebble flux to the simulations with S peb = 2.5, planetary embryos from within 5 AU grow to similar masses. This is because planet growth is limited by the pebble isolation mass, which is so small that planets do not go into runaway gas accretion (appendix A).
In the cases of even larger pebble fluxes, more giant planets form from the planetary embryos. However, only the giant planets formed from seeds growing beyond 10 AU stay exterior to 1 AU. Planets formed interior to 10 AU still cross the 1 AU line, because the migration rates for those planets are still too fast. Following the planet's evolution indicated by the black line crossing into 1 AU at ≈2.8 Myr in the simulations with S peb = 5.0 indicates that the regime after gap opening still accounts for a significant reduction of semi-major axis.
Due to the low viscosity, planets that reach runaway gas accretion migrate very slow and can act as barrier for planets migrating inwards from the outer disc, similar as invoked in the scenario by . Bodies migrating faster than the giants could be trapped in mean motion resonances, however, most of the inward migrating planets also grow to gas giants and migrate slow, so that they do not come close enough to reach mean motion resonances (planets stay exterior to the 2:1 resonance). In fact, the giants shown by the red and blue lines in the S peb = 2.5 case in Fig. 4 are close to the 3:1 MMR, but not in it. This is simply caused by the transition of the planet shown in blue into type-II migration by its growth before it comes close to the resonance. Also for the cases with higher pebble fluxes (S peb ≥ 5.0) we do not observe planets being trapped in resonances. This is enhanced by the similar migration speeds of the planet due to their similar masses 5 . The outward migration of the giant planets in the outer disc for S peb = 5.0 and S peb = 10.0 is caused by the interactions between the massive planets. In the case of S peb = 5.0, a small instability occurs at 1.5 Myr, visible by the small jump in semimajor axis for the planets shown in black and red. This instability is caused by the ejected of a 50 Earth mass planet (shown in grey), which also coincides with the outward migration of the orange planet. A similar event is observed for the S peb = 10.0 simulation, when the planet shown in black loses a lot of its semi-major axis at 800kyr.
Clearly, a reduction of α mig pushes the potential formation locations of gas giants to the inner disc. However, if planetary seeds form all over the disc, our simulations indicate that this scenario is still inconsistent with the Solar System due to the inward migration of gas giants interior to 1 AU. In the following, we thus study the effects of an even smaller α mig parameter.
In Fig. 5 we show the evolution of 60 planetary seeds in discs with four different pebble fluxes, where α mig = 0.0001. Otherwise the simulation parameters (disc structure, etc.) are the same as in the previous simulations. In the case of the nominal pebble flux even the lower migration rates compared to the simulations shown in Fig. 2 can not keep the planets exterior to 1 AU long enough to grow large enough to be able to trigger gas accretion.
Additionally due to the low α mig , outward migration driven by the entropy related corotation torque is quenched, resulting in a faster inward migration of the very innermost planetary embryos as for α mig = 0.0054. In fact, only planets interior of 5 AU start to grow efficiently in this case similar to the simulations using α mig = 0.0054 and the nominal migration rates (Fig. 2) .
However, using S peb =2.5 allows the growth of gas giants. Due to the higher pebble flux, planets exterior to 5 AU can start to grow efficiently as well. In fact, the embryos outside of ≈5 AU are the ones that grow to become gas giants in all our simulations with α mig = 0.0001. This is caused by two effects, (i) the disc's aspect ratio is larger in the outer disc, which allows a larger pebble isolation mass and thus larger core masses making the transition into runaway gas accretion easier (appendix A) and (ii) the planetary embryos growing interior of 5 AU have to cover less distance to reach 1 AU making them more prone to migrate interior to 1 AU. This effect is visible in all simulations with S peb ≥ 2.5.
In all simulations with S peb ≥ 2.5 at least 3-4 gas giants form, where the number of gas giants increases with pebble flux. Relating the pebble flux to the metallicity of the system our simulations are in agreement with the metallicity correlation for giant planets (Fischer & Valenti 2005; Johnson et al. 2010) , where the occurrence rate of giant planets increases with host star metallicity. Additionally, the formation of multiple giant planets per systems increases the probability that scattering events might occur, leading to an eccentricity distribution like that of observed giant planet, which increases with host star metallicity as well (Dawson & Murray-Clay 2013; Buchhave et al. 2018) .
However, in all simulations planets of at least a few Earth masses migrate into the inner discs, making these simulations not conform with the solar system structure, even if gas giants can stay exterior of 1 AU. We discuss more about planets migrating into the inner system and long term simulations in section 5 and section 6. Similar to the simulations with α mig = 0.00054, thee giant planet in our systems are close to some high order mean motion resonances (e.g. 1:3, 2:7), but not in it due to the same effects.
Interestingly, only in the simulations with S peb = 2.5 we see the formation of an ice giant in the outer disc. In simulations with larger pebble flux, the growth timescale is so short that the planets reach pebble isolation mass in the outer disc and grow to become gas giants. This is consistent with the simulations of and Bitsch et al. (2015b) , where ice giants are only formed in a small area of parameter space. They either grow too fast and become gas giants or grow too slow and do not grow at all. This trend holds for both α mig assumptions. In principle the ice giants could form by giant impacts from planets of a few Earth masses exterior to the gas giants , however, we also very rarely observe bodies of this mass in the outer disc in our simulations. This could be related to the distribution and masses of our planetary embryos (see section 6).
We present in Fig. 6 the final configurations of the different planetary systems formed with α mig = 0.00054 (top) and α mig = 0.0001 (bottom) for pebble fluxes with S peb ≥ 2.5. Each run differs only by varying the initial masses, eccentricities, inclinations and orbital parameters of the planetary embryos within our specified setup. We only show planets with masses larger than 0.3M E . Using S peb = 2.5, a lower α mig seems to result in the formation of more gas giants in the outer disc and less small bodies. For slow migration, the growing planets stay embedded in their starting environment of planetary embryos and they scatter their smaller counterparts, preventing them from accreting. At the end of the gas discs lifetime these small bodies are ejected leaving only the big bodies behind. For α mig = 0.00054, the planets migrate faster and thus leave their birth location. As the growing planet has migrated inwards, the small embryos are too far away to be influenced by the formed gas giants and thus stay in the disc until the end of our simulations where they only grow moderately.
This implies that in our model, two requirements need to be fulfilled for planetary embryos to grow to gas giants, (i) the pebble flux needs to be large enough for planetary cores to grow to pebble isolation mass, where a minimum flux of 170 Earth masses over the disc lifetime is need and (ii) the planetary embryos need to form far enough away from the central star to achieve a pebble isolation mass large enough to allow a contraction of the gaseous envelop (see appendix A). For the formation of gas giants exterior to 1 AU, the migration rate also needs to be slow enough to keep the planets in the outer disc.
Mass and composition of the final systems
We now show example outcomes of the planetary systems formed from our simulations. In order to capture the whole structure of the planetary systems, planets are now allowed to migrate into the inner disc and are not removed from the simulation as in the previous sections, increasing the computational time by a factor of 50-100 due to the tight inner orbits that planets can reach. We focus here on simulations with α mig = 0.0001 and different pebble fluxes and show the systems after 8 Myr of evolution in Fig. 7 .
The systems formed with the nominal pebble flux S peb = 1.0 show systems of multiple super-Earth planets (of up to a few Earth masses). These super-Earths actually do not reach the inner edge of the disc at 0.1 AU, because they migrate very slowly caused by them being small during a significant fraction of the disc lifetime. This is in contrast to our companion papers (Izidoro et al. 2019; Lambrechts et al. 2019) where planets reach the inner edge of the disc. This difference is caused by the different starting positions of the planetary seeds, which are close to the host star in our companion papers. Additionally, the migration speed in itself differs between our papers. Lambrechts et al. (2019) only considers inward migration, while (Izidoro et al. 2019 ) uses the migration rate that corresponds to our nominal case (section 3), whereas the simulations presented in Fig. 7 use α mig = 0.0001.
In our companion papers, the super-Earths are driven to to the inner edge of the disc, where they can be trapped in resonance chains that eventually become unstable after gas disc dissipation. These effects and how the resulting systems of superEarths match to observations are discussed in our companion paper by Izidoro et al. (2019) .
As in the simulations where planetary embryos were removed when crossing interior to 1 AU, the formed planetary systems harbour many gas giants, when S peb ≥ 2.5. However, in the inner systems, super-Earth planets can have formed also for higher pebble fluxes. The fraction of super-Earth planets in the inner disc is lower compared to S peb = 1.0 and decreases Fig. 7 . Final configurations after 8 Myr of integration of all our simulations with α mig = 0.0001 and different pebble fluxes. The size of the circle is proportional to the total planetary mass (green) by the 3rd root and to the mass of the planetary core (black) also by the 3rd root. The runs marked with * are the example long-term runs shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , while the black arrows indicate the aphelion and perihelion positions of the planet calculated through r P ± e × r P . The percentage numbers in front show the pebble-to-planet conversion ratio f p2p , which is discussed in section 6.
with increasing S peb . In fact for increasing S peb , the systems with inner hot super-Earths decreases. The reason why slightly fewer super-Earths form in the systems with higher pebble flux is related to the faster growth of the planets. At higher pebble flux, planets reach pebble isolation mass earlier and have thus more time to contract their gaseous envelope and go into runaway gas accretion. This especially applies to the inner disc, where the pebble isolation mass is small (appendix A) and longer times for envelope contraction are needed.
However, the innermost gas giants in the runs with larger pebble flux do not reach Jupiter mass until the end of the disc's lifetime. As runaway gas accretion is only limited to the accretion rate of the protoplanetary disc in our simulations, gas giants that did not reach Jupiter mass must have started to accrete gas in the runaway gas accretion regime at very late stages. This implies that the faster core growth allows the transition into runaway gas accretion for these bodies. Our simulations thus imply that giant planets originating from the inner disc should be less massive than their counterparts formed in the outer disc and harbour smaller planetary cores due to the smaller pebble isolation mass. This effect is clearly visible in Fig. 7 , where the cores of the inner gas giants are smaller than for the outer gas giants.
The core masses of the innermost bodies are in the range of ≈4 Earth masses, where it is still debated if this mass is large enough to trigger runaway gas accretion (see section 6). Longer contraction time-scales in contrast to our simulations would thus prevent the growth of these super-Earth planets to gas giants. Observations of exoplanets show a super-Earth occurrence rate independently of host star metallicity (Buchhave et al. 2012 ), implying that our gas accretion rates are overestimated due to the failure of producing super Earth systems for high pebble fluxes. On the other hand, super Earths might still be produced if planetary seeds start even closer to their host star.
Our simulations also clearly show that the formation of super-Earths and gas giants is not mutually exclusive. In fact, our simulations with S peb = 2.5 show structures with close-in super-Earths, exterior gas giants and even further populations of super-Earths and gas giants all in the same system (see also Fig. 8 ). This is in line with new observational data (Zhu & Wu 2018; Bryan et al. 2018 ) and we discuss this more in section 6.
This structure seems at first in contradiction with the simulations by , who showed that giant planets can block inward migrating super-Earths. They assumed that a gas giant grew inwards of any other forming planets. Indeed we observe the same behaviour that a growing gas giant (indicated by the magenta line in Fig. 8 ) blocks the inward migration of exterior super-Earths (shown by the three black lines exterior to the magenta line). The scenario invoked in therefore remains valid, namely that gas giants can block exterior planets, but super-Earth planets can form also interior of gas giants as shown in our simulations.
However, the formed systems are highly packed and could thus become unstable. We therefore investigate the long-term evolution of these systems in the following.
Instabilities are thought to be the norm in exoplanet systems. Gravitational perturbations cause the orbits of giant planets to cross, which leads to a phase of close encounters and planetplanet scattering. These instabilities generally culminate when one or more planets are ejected from the system, and the surviving planets have eccentric orbits (Rasio & Ford 1996; Weidenschilling & Marzari 1996; Lin & Ida 1997; . Matching the observed eccentricity distribution of giant exoplanets requires that at least 75% -and probably 75-90% -of giant planet systems observed today are the survivors of instabilities (Moorhead & Adams 2005; Jurić & Tremaine 2008; Raymond et al. 2010) . Giant planet instabilities also have a profound effect on the other parts of their planetary systems, both by disrupting terrestrial planets (or their progenitors) and outer planetesimal belts (Veras & Armitage 2006; Raymond et al. 2011 Raymond et al. , 2012 ), as we confirm in our simulations below.
Individual systems
In Fig. 8 we show a system that is stable for a few 10 Myr, but then becomes unstable, where one super-Earth mass planets survives next to a few gas giants, while in Fig. 9 we show a system that undergoes a major instability, where only two gas giants sur-vive on eccentric orbits. The simulations for the here presented systems use S peb = 2.5 and α mig = 0.0001.
In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 we show the evolution of the two systems. As some of the planets grow, the smaller bodies are excited in eccentricity and inclination. However, as soon as the gas disc dissipates at 3 Myr, the small bodies are ejected from the system and only bodies with at least ≈1 Earth mass survive.
As already discussed above, the planetary embryos originating from up to 5 AU start to grow first, but then also start to migrate first towards the inner disc. As they grow in a region of the disc, where the pebble isolation mass is small, they reach the pebble isolation mass very quickly (after a few 100kyr). As their pebble isolation mass is very small, they do not accrete gas efficiently and form a configuration of super-Earth mass planets in the inner planetary system. Planets growing in the outer system, have the potential to grow bigger. However, the outer planets form a pebble blockade. The planet indicated in blue in Fig. 8 reaches pebble isolation mass (marked by the blue dot) first and thus quenches growth by pebble accretion for the interior planets (black dot). These planets thus stay in the super-Earth mass regime and are too small to accrete a gaseous envelope during the gas disc phase. This behaviour is typical in our simulations and can be observed also in Figs. 4 and 5.
Exterior to the gas giant at 2 AU (blue curve in Fig. 8 ), a group of three gas giants resides with orbits up to 15 AU. Even further away an ice giant of nearly 10 Earth masses has formed. The whole system configuration after gas disc dissipation at 3 Myr has some similarities with the WASP-47 system (Becker et al. 2015; Neveu-VanMalle et al. 2016) , where an interior super-Earth is orbited by a Jupiter type planet followed by another super-Earth and another Jupiter planet. Admittedly, the WASP-47 system is much tighter packed than the system in Fig. 8 after gas disc dissipation, but our simulations could explain a pathway to form a system like WASP-47. The evolution of the system in Fig. 8 is actually very similar to the evolution of the system shown in Fig. 9 until gas disc dissipation at 3 Myr.
Long term evolution
We focus here on the long-term evolution of the planetary systems and integrate the systems for 100 Myr to catch late instabilities in the systems. We study here only the simulations with S peb = 2.5 in order to investigate if super-Earths can survive in the systems with multiple giant planets.
The system in Fig. 8 contains 13 planets after gas disc dissipation within 20 AU, where 5 of those are gas giants. After about 20 Myr, the system undergoes a phase of instability, where as a consequence all the inner super-Earth planets except one are collided or are ejected from the planetary system. Additionally, after about 90 Myr, the ice giant is ejected as well. After 100 Myr of evolution only 1 super-Earth and the 5 gas giants survive. During these instabilities the eccentricities and inclinations of the planets are excited to moderate levels with eccentricities in the range of a few percent and inclinations up to a few degrees.
The system in Fig. 9 features 8 gas giants at the end of the gas disc's lifetime. This results in a major instability of the system a few Myr after gas disc dissipation. Towards 9 Myr, the inner super-Earths collide and form a body with an eccentricity of ∼0.8 and an semi-major axis of ∼0.15AU, which results in a perihelion very close to the central star 6 (where we assume a stellar radius of 0.01AU). The instability in the outer system 6 Tidal interactions with the central star can play a role here now, but are not included in our simulations. Nevertheless, we think their effects at around 10 Myr then removes the outer gas giants and pushes the super-Earth in the central star. In the end only two gas giants survive.
The surviving gas giants orbit at 1.0 and 10 AU with eccentricities of 0.2-0.3. The final inclinations are around a few degrees up to even more than 10 degrees. The resulting system configuration with two gas giants, one close to 1 AU and one in the outer system resembles the structure of HD169830 (Mayor et al. 2004 ) and HD183263 (Wright et al. 2009 ). In both observed systems two gas giant planets recide on similar orbital configurations, including eccentricities exceeding 0.3. This type of evolution is comparable to previous simulations of planetplanet scattering (Marzari & Weidenschilling 2002; Chatterjee et al. 2008; Jurić & Tremaine 2008; Sotiriadis et al. 2017 ).
In Fig. 10 we show the final configuration of our 5 simulations that we evolved for 100 Myr with S peb = 2.5. The black arrows indicate the aphelion and perihelion distances of the eccentric planets. We only show them for the systems that underwent major instabilities, because all other eccentricities of the giant planets are well below 0.1. In our long term simulations 2 out of 5 systems undergo major instabilities, which is less than the fraction needed to explain the eccentricity distribution of giant planets, where ∼90% of all systems need to undergo instabilities (Jurić & Tremaine 2008) . This difference could be related to our still simplistic gas accretion routine or originate from a too slow/fast migration rate and will be investigated in future work.
There are two distinct outcomes, as described above. Either the systems undergo no instability (run 5) or only a slight instability (run 1 and 3), where some super-Earth planets are ejected from the system, but the overall system structure (inner superEarth planet with outer gas giants) remains intact. In these systems, the giant planets are close to some higher order mean motion resonances (e.g. 2:7). New studies have actually suggested that the RV signal shown by single eccentric planets could have been mimiced by pairs of planets in resonance and current estimates suggest that up to 25% of these eccentric Jupiter planets are in fact pairs of giant planets in mean motion resonances (Boisvert et al. 2018) . Alternatively, the systems undergo major instabilities which result in the ejection of most planets (run 2 and 4) and only gas giants on very eccentric orbits remain.
We note that the systems that could resemble run 1 and run 5 are not observed at this point. The difference to the observations could be related to the planetary seed distribution and masses as well as to the gas contraction rates. We discuss these caveats in the following section. Alternatively, it could be that the timescale for instability is longer than the integration period of 100 Myr.
However, our simulations show that the formation of different planetary systems structures with gas giants is possible from the same initial disc structure and pebble fluxes. This result has not been found in previous planet population synthesis studies including pebble accretion, due to their limitation to one-planet per star (Bitsch & Johansen 2017; Ndugu et al. 2018; Brügger et al. 2018; Ida et al. 2018; Johansen et al. 2018) . The multi-body planet population synthesis simulations by Chambers (2018) show that indeed systems with small interior planets and outer gas giants can form in the same disc, similar to the here presented simulations.
are minor in this case due to the short time until the instability in the outer system happens.
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Discussion
In this section we discuss caveats and implications of our giant planet formation scenario in respect to the exoplanet population and the solar system formation.
Initial distribution of planetary embryos
In our main simulations we initialise the planetary embryos starting from 2.75 AU outwards to 17.5 AU with an equal spacing of 0.25 AU between each planetary embryo. Additionally, the planetary embryos in our simulations are all within the same mass range. Our resulting simulations show that as soon as the pebble flux is high enough to allow the formation of gas giants, multiple gas giants (on average 3-4) form. This implies that our model overpredicts the number of gas giants when compared to the solar system, implying either that our understanding of the formation of ice giants (Venturini & Helled 2017) and gas accretion (Cimerman et al. 2017; Lambrechts & Lega 2017 ) is incomplete or that the solar system is an outlier, as suggested by observations. On the other hand, the general distribution of eccentricities of giant planets suggests that indeed when giant planets form at least 3 planets form to trigger large enough instabilities (Jurić & Tremaine 2008) .
Additionally, many planets of at least a few Earths mass still migrate into the inner parts of the system, for all migration prescriptions attempted. These effects could have two reasons related to the initial distribution of planetary embryos:
1. The starting mass of our planetary embryos is already in the regime of 0.01 Earth masses. However, when planetesimals form from the gravitational collapse of pebble clouds via the streaming instability, their size is roughly 100 km (Johansen et al. 2015; Simon et al. 2016; Schreiber & Klahr 2018) . However, at this size, pebble accretion is not very efficient (Visser & Ormel 2016; . This implies that an initial stage of planetesimal collisions is needed to bring the planetary embryos to masses where pebble accretion can take over . However, the collision rates between planetesimals scale with orbital distance, meaning that growth by planetesimals is less efficient in the outer disc, indicating that planetary embryos could be smaller in the outer regions of the disc. Less massive embryos in the outer disc result in longer growth timescales for these bodies, which might prevent them to grow all the way to gas giants and might leave them stranded as ice giants or even smaller bodies instead. A different initial planetary mass distribution might thus in- Myr of integration of all our simulations with α mig = 0.0001 and S peb = 2.5. The size of the circle is proportional to the total planetary mass (green) by the 3rd root and to the mass of the planetary core (black) also by the 3rd root. The runs marked with * are the example runs shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , while the black arrows indicate the aphelion and perihelion positions of the planet calculated through r P ± e × r P . The here presented systems are a longterm integration of the same systems shown after 8 Myr (S peb = 2.5) of Fig. 7 .
fluence the final shape of the planetary system and will be studied in future work 7 .
7 Test simulations with planetary embryos of 0.001 Earth masses and S peb = 2.5 have confirmed that planets in the outer disc grow slower compared to planetary embryos with 0.01 Earth masses. Additionally, for smaller starting masses, the planetary embryos with a slightly larger 2. At ice lines, condensation can help to increase the size of pebbles and aid planetesimal formation (Ros & Johansen 2013; Schoonenberg & Ormel 2017 ). Additionally, showed that rapid planetesimal formation just inwards of the water ice line is possible due to silicate-dust grains ejected from sublimating pebbles, eventually leading to the formation of dust-rich planetesimals directly by gravitational instability. Thus, the region around the water ice line could be the preferential location for the formation of planetesimals Drażkowska & Alibert 2017) . This results in a narrow distribution of planetesimals and planetary embryos around the respective ice line instead of an equal distribution of planetary embryos throughout the whole disc. In turn this could lead to the formation of less gas giants that migrate into the inner disc. If that was the case for the formation of the solar system, a mechanism that then moves the giant planets outwards to their current positions like in the Grand Tack scenario (Walsh et al. 2011) needs to be invoked.
In our disc model the water ice line is already at around 1 AU, given the low disc accretion rate. However, in discs with higher accretion rates, the water ice line can reside at ≈5-6AU (Bitsch et al. 2015a ). If massive seeds would then only form around the initial mass grow quicker and dominate the system, due to their enhanced growth rate compared to their competitors.
Article number, page 17 of 25 A&A proofs: manuscript no. Nbodymigration water ice line, but nearly no planetary embryos interior to it 8 , the growing planetary embryos at the water ice line could form the gas giants of the solar system without larger bodies migrating into the inner system due to the lack of growing bodies in this region. For this to work, higher initial disc accretion rates than used in the here presented simulations are needed to have a self-consistent water ice line position and planetary embryo starting position. Additionally, a steep radial decrease of the initial masses of the embryos is required to slow down the growth of outer bodies, which would then only grow to planets of a few Earth masses that could then collide and form the ice giants in the solar system .
Recent analysis of observational data of systems hosting super-Earths and gas giants suggest that most systems with cold Jupiter should also host interior super-Earths, especially if the metallicity is above solar (Zhu & Wu 2018; Bryan et al. 2018) , but also that the opposite could be true (Barbato et al. 2018) . Our simulations and those of our companion paper by Izidoro et al. (2019) indicate that both outcomes are possible (see Fig. 10 ), thus casting doubt on the conclusions of Zhu & Wu (2018) that large-scale and substantial migration of solid material across discs is not possible.
However, our models additionally suggest that giant planets can only form if the pebble isolation mass is large (appendix A), so in the outer disc. Systems without giant planets should thus have mostly embryos forming only in the inner regions of the disc or should feature low pebble fluxes. The initial distribution and masses of planetary embryos thus is key to understand the formation pathway of different planetary system. We will investigate how the distribution and initial masses of planetary embryos influences the formation of planetary systems in future work.
Planet migration
Our N-body simulations with nominal type-II migration confirm previous simulations of single bodies that gas giants that stay outside of 1 AU at the end of the gas disc's lifetime must have originated from far distances of 20-40 AU. Giant planets forming interior to this distance migrate to the inner edge of the disc forming hot Jupiters using the migration rates of our nominal model (Fig. 3) . During this process the formed Jupiters would destroy inner planetary systems (Fogg & Nelson 2005; Raymond et al. 2006; Mandell et al. 2007 ). Additionally these simulations would predict that most observed systems should host hot Jupiters. This is at odds with observation of exoplanetary systems. However, this result is based on the assumption that planetary seeds form all over the disc and with similar masses (see also above).
How much a planet migrates through a disc is related to the lifetime of the protoplanetary disc as well as to the starting time of the planetary seed. In our simulations, we use disc lifetimes of 3 Myr, which correspond to average disc lifetimes inferred by observations (Mamajek 2009 ). Shorter disc lifetimes would result in less time that the planets migrate, while longer disc lifetimes result in longer times that the planet can migrate.
Recent simulations of disc structure and evolution including magnetic fields, on the other hand, show that the accretion flow of the disc are mainly transported through the surface (Bai 2016; Suzuki et al. 2016) . In these scenarios, the mid-plane regions of the disc would be laminar and feature a low viscosity. However, studies of what the exact type-I and type-II migration rates in those discs are still under investigation and depend on the magnetic field strength (McNally et al. 2017 (McNally et al. , 2018 . We thus assume low viscosities for migration, testing two different configurations with α mig = 0.00054 and α mig = 0.0001, while keeping all disc parameters constant with α disc = 0.0054. We want to emphasise here again, that a lower α mig parameter not only reduces the type-II migration rate, but also allows an earlier transition into it. This is necessary to keep planets exterior to 1 AU (see appendix B).
We find in our simulations a clear trend between the migration speed and the location where planetary embryos need to originate to form gas giants with final semi-major axis larger than 1 AU. For α mig = 0.00054, the innermost origin of planetary embryos that form gas giants exterior to 1 AU is at ≈ 10AU (Fig. 4) , while for α mig = 0.0001 the origin of gas giants that stay exterior to 1 AU is at ≈ 5AU (Fig. 5) .
Reducing the migration speed even further would not move the origin of gas giants closer to the host star. This is caused by the very small pebble isolation mass in the inner disc (Fig. A.1) , which is so small that planetary cores do not contract their envelope easily (see also below). This indicates that if planetary embryos form all over the disc, low migration speeds are required to avoid an inward migration of gas giants from beyond 5 AU to orbits interior of 1 AU. Alternatively, scenarios like the Grand Tack scenario (Walsh et al. 2011; Pierens et al. 2014) , where the giant planets migrate outwards in resonance, are needed to avoid the inward migration of massive planets.
Dependency of planet growth on the pebble flux
The companion paper by Lambrechts et al. (2019) identified a difference in the pebble flux by a factor of ≈1.7 that unveils a change in the growth mode of super-Earth planets that then either form by collisions from Mars size embryos (low pebble flux case) or directly by accreting pebbles efficiently during the gasdisc phase (high pebble flux scenario). As already stated in the companion paper by Izidoro et al. (2019) , we find that a change of the pebble flux by a factor of ≈ 2 − 3 can be enough to trigger the formation of gas giants exterior to 5 AU.
In fact, the pebble flux proposed in Lambrechts et al. (2019) to switch to the super-Earth growth mode is similar to the pebble flux needed in the here presented simulations to trigger gas giant formation (about a total of ∼170 Earth masses of pebbles). This difference in outcome is related to the Stokes number of the particles, which is larger by an order of magnitude in the here presented work. The reason why the Stokes number is larger in the here presented work compared to Lambrechts et al. (2019) is related to the fact that we study here planet formation in the cold part of the disc, where water ice increases the sizes of the pebbles. In contrast, Lambrechts et al. (2019) studies the formation of rocky super-Earths in the inner disc where pebbles are presumably chondrule size (mm). This difference of the Stokes number then translates directly into large differences in the accretion rateṀ core . The requirement of Lambrechts et al. (2019) to have a total of 170 Earth masses in silicate pebbles corresponds to 350 Earth masses in pebbles (S peb =5.0) in our simulations, due to the volatile loss at the water ice line.
A further increase of the pebble flux results in a slight increase in the efficiency of giant planet formation, as predicted by the metallicity correlation of giant planet observations (Fischer & Valenti 2005; Johnson et al. 2010 ). This correlation was already shown in pebble accretion simulations with single planetary embryos (Ndugu et al. 2018) . At the same time, even in sim-ulations with larger pebble flux, the formation of super-Earths in the inner system is possible, because the pebble isolation mass is very small in that region (see appendix A). In this scenario, the inward migrating super-Earths pile up in resonance chains that can become unstable due to dynamical interactions. The remaining planetary systems match the observation of super-Earth systems, which is discussed in our companion paper by Izidoro et al. (2019) .
This thus implies that not only the pebble flux, but also the birth environment of the embryo determines if a super-Earth or a giant planet emerges.
6.4. Disc lifetimes and embryo formation time Kruijer et al. (2017) concluded through meteoritic evidence that the reservoirs of non-carbonaceous meteorites and carbonaceous meteorites were spatially separated in the protoplanetary disc around the young sun at about ≈1 Myr. This separation can be achieved by a growing planet that stops the inward flux of particles, which would correspond to Jupiter's core exceeding the pebble isolation mass (although the gas flow through the gap could carry along a significant amount of small dust (e.g. Bitsch et al. 2018b; Weber et al. 2018) and mix the inner and outer reservoirs, violating the Kruijer et al. (2017) picture of two distinct reservoirs). Additionally, the recent comparison of observed mm-dust masses in protoplanetary discs with masses of observed planets lead to the conclusion that discs do apparently not show enough material in pebbles to explain the observed planet population (Manara et al. 2018 ). This and the results by Kruijer et al. (2017) could hint that planet formation happens early, possibly within the first Myr of the disc lifetime.
Our used disc model uses an initial accretion rate of 5 × 10 −9 M /yr, corresponding to an age of 2 Myr in Bitsch et al. (2015a) and 1 × 10 −9 M /yr at 5 Myr, which is when the disc dissipates. These accretion rates are on the lower end of the observed disc accretion rates (Manara et al. 2016) . Additionally they feature a water ice line position around ≈1AU, which is too close to the central star to form the Earth dry. In fact, Morbidelli et al. (2016) suggested that Jupiter blocks the icy pebbles early, when the disc's accretion rate is higher than in our here used model and the ice line is far out. This leaves the Earth dry even as the water ice line evolves.
Test simulations (not displayed) with higher initial disc accretion rates (a few 10 −8 M /yr) have revealed the same trend as observed in the here presented simulations:
-Higher disc accretion rates lead to faster inward migration for the same α parameter, due to the linear scaling of type-I migration with the gas surface density. In systems with higher accretion rates, planets migrate inwards faster and our simulations show more planets migrating interior of 1 AU. Reducing α mig further results in less migration of gap opening planets and similar system configurations as shown here can be produced. -If discs then still evolve down to accretion rates of 1 × 10 −9 M /yr in 5 Myr, the planets have longer time to migrate, leading to more planets invading the inner system. Using shorter disc lifetimes (∼3Myr) and higher initial disc accretion rates, we recover our results shown here, namely that planetary embryos starting at 7-9AU in discs with α mig = 0.0001 can stay exterior to 1 AU.
-Discs with higher gas accretion rates also feature correspondingly larger pebble fluxes in our model. This means the parameter S peb does not need to be increased to values larger than > 2.5 to allow the formation of gas giants in the outer disc, if the initial accretion rates are high. Using the nominal pebble flux of discs with higher accretion rates over 3 Myr leads again to a total pebble mass of 170 Earth masses, corresponding to S peb = 2.5 used here in discs with lower accretion rates.
Pebble accretion efficiency
When a planet grows in a protoplanetary disc via pebble accretion, the planet only accretes a fraction f acc of the pebble flux passing it (eq. 4). Typically giant planets formed in our simulations have core masses of 5-15 Earth masses. Defining the coremass-to-total-pebble-mass fraction, we can estimate how much of the total amount of pebbles is converted into planets
Here the N i denotes the sum over all N-bodies present in the simulations. For single planet simulations f p2p is thus very low, while it can increase up to 30% for multi-planet systems. We note that we include in f p2p also the solid material trapped in bodies that are later on ejected from the planetary system. We remind the reader that the total amount of pebbles drifting through the disc is 70 Earth masses for S peb = 1.0.
We state the f p2p ratio in Fig. 7 for systems grown with a different total background pebble flux. In the simulations with S peb = 1.0 and 2.5 about 25-30% of the pebbles are accreted by the planets during the gas-disc lifetime.
However, this percentage decreases with increasing S peb . This is caused by the higher total amount of pebbles available, but at the same time similar number of planets form with similar core masses. The planetary core mass is determined by the pebble isolation mass (appedix A), and thus even at higher fluxes, the planetary core can not grow beyond this mass. At the same time, a similar number of planets grow in the disc at all pebble fluxes. Even though 60 planetary embryos are available in each simulation only 5-15 planetary embryos grow to fully grown planets, because the other embryos are scattered or ejected during the growth phase, as already noticed in the simulations without planet migration by Levison et al. (2015) . The number of ejected planetary embryos is roughly the same in all simulations, independently of the pebble flux. The total mass of solids bound in planetary cores is then very similar in all simulations, but as the pebble flux increases f p2p decreases.
We note that the f p2p -ratio just includes the amount of pebbles converted into planets in our simulations. In reality, pebbles can pile-up outside of planets that have reached pebble isolation mass (Morbidelli & Nesvorny 2012; ) and form new planetesimals, which is not taken into account in our simulations. Our calculation thus reflects a minimum pebble-toplanet conversion ratio. Additionally, the pebble-to-planet conversion rate increases for simulations with lower pebble scale height, because giant planet formation is already possible at lower pebble fluxes (appendix C).
This implies that pebble accretion is not very efficient to grow one single planetary core, but it is quite efficient for the formation of multiple planetary cores and thus for systems with multiple bodies . The problem of the low pebble accretion efficiency introduced in Lin et al. (2018) is therefore, in our opinion, simply a consequence of the consideration of single-core growth in Lin et al. (2018) .
Envelope contraction
The planets formed in the inner few AU in our simulations do not grow to gas giants, because their core masses are too small to trigger runaway gas accretion during the gas disc's lifetime (see appendix A). This is caused by the slow gas contraction rate of the envelope (eq. 7), which depends crucially on the planetary core mass (Ṁ env ∝ M 11/3 core ). This implies that a slightly larger core mass could allow an efficient contraction of the envelope and thus a transition into runaway gas accretion. This is the reason why the planetary seeds that grow to become gas giants have to form exterior to 4-5 AU in our model.
Our model of envelope contraction is based on 1D simulations, where just recently 2D and 3D simulations of embedded small mass planets have revealed further detail of this process. Ormel et al. (2015) studied the flow of gas of embedded low mass planets in isothermal discs and found that the gas flow structures from the disc penetrates deep into the planetary hill sphere and recycle the gas around it preventing the contraction of the envelope. However, relaxing the isothermal assumption, Cimerman et al. (2017) and Lambrechts & Lega (2017) found that the planetary envelope is bound around low mass planets. Nevertheless, the simulations by Lambrechts & Lega (2017) revealed that planetary cores need to be more massive than ≈10 Earth masses before contraction becomes efficient.
Collisions between super-Earths bodies can also increase the planetary masses to above pebble isolation masses, which then reduces the envelope contraction time. However, in our simulations collisions between super-Earth type planets at the inner disc edge at ∼ 0.1AU mostly happen after gas disc dissipation, similar as in Izidoro et al. (2019) .
On the other hand, our gas contraction rates allow planets that have reached just 5 Earth masses to contract their envelope and grow into a gas giant within 1 Myr (Fig. 8) . This indicates that our gas accretion rate may in fact be too efficient, and most of the planets that migrated into the inner system should stay icy super Earths as outlined by Izidoro et al. (2019) and not grow into gas giants. The results presented in the paper by Izidoro et al. (2019) thus remain valid. The here presented results, taking a less generous gas accretion recipe into account would imply that a pebble flux larger than S peb = 2.5 and disc structures with larger aspect ratios to increase the pebble isolation mass might be needed to form giant planets.
Using the same pebble and gas accretion recipe as in this work, Ndugu et al. (2018) showed that our gas accretion scheme is too efficient and too many gas giants are formed compared to observations. This was also confirmed by Brügger et al. (2018) . Additionally, Ogihara & Hori (2018) proposed a new mechanism that radial mass accretion in a disc can limit the gas accretion onto super-Earth cores, so that super-Earths interior to 1 AU do not grow into gas giants.
The results of Lambrechts & Lega (2017) also crucially depend on the opacity in the planetary envelope, where a lower opacity promotes faster envelope contraction. Our planetary envelope contraction model depends inversely to the opacity in the envelope (eq. 7), meaning that a lower opacity results in larger accretion rates. In our simulations we use a fixed envelope opacity in the planetary atmosphere motivated by previous studies (Movshovitz & Podolak 2008) . In principle, a reduction of the envelope opacity can thus dramatically reduce the contraction phase and even allow bodies of just a few Earth masses to reach runaway gas accretion (see also the appendix of Bitsch et al. 2015b ). However, we deem this scenario unrealistic, because otherwise most of the super-Earth planets would turn into gas giants, even in the inner disc, whereas observations predict that 30-50% of all systems host close-in super-Earths (Fressin et al. 2013) . Note however that rocky planets up to approximately 5 Earth masses can form from small Mars-sized embryos after disc dissipation in a fashion similar to the terrestrial planets (Lambrechts et al. 2019) . In summary, a change of the opacity in the planetary envelope could thus change our giant planet formation frequency and will be investigated in the future.
Cold gas giant formation
In the previous subsections we discussed the conditions needed for giant planet formation (high pebble flux, formation outside of 5 AU, fast enough envelope contraction rates), while we here want to discuss the frequency and implications of gas giant formation for planetary systems. In our model, if giant planets form, several giant planets form, with a slight increase of the giant planet formation rate with pebble flux.
Due to the inward migration during the gas disc phase, the planets are relatively tightly packed. At the end of the gas-disc phase, the smaller bodies that did not grow beyond 0.1-1.0 Earth masses are ejected due to the lack of gas damping. The remaining systems can harbour even more than 10 planets at the end of the gas disc phase (see Fig. 8 ). However, after the gas disc dissipation, the systems can become unstable, where we observe two main outcomes in our simulations:
1. The smaller planets are ejected, but the gas giants remain on relatively circular outer orbits (Fig. 8 ). 2. The whole system undergoes an instability and the remaining giant planets orbit their host star on very eccentric orbits (Fig. 9) .
It seems that a difference in these scenarios is the number of gas giants that are present in the disc after gas disc dissipation, where more gas giants are present that undergo massive instabilities. A higher pebble flux results in a higher formation frequency of giant planets, which in turn leads to more instabilities so that the remaining gas giants are more likely on highly eccentric orbits. This is in agreement with recent radial velocity observations that showed that eccentric cold Jupiters are more likely to orbit stars with higher metallicity (Buchhave et al. 2018) . Additionally, during the gas-disc phase, the damping of eccentricity and inclination influences the stability of the planetary systems. Long damping time-scales promote instabilities, while short damping time-scales promote stability during the gas-disc phase. Our short damping time-scales are motivated by the 3D hydrodynamical simulations of Bitsch et al. (2013) , which are about an order of magnitude shorter than then classically assumed K-damping time-scaleṡ
with K damp = 100, where typically K damp = 1 − 100 (Lee & Peale 2002). Using these short damping time-scales, Sotiriadis et al. (2017) showed that migration and scattering events of giant planets during the gas phase can reproduce the eccentricity distribution of giant planets. Previous works, using different giant planet damping time-scales, have concluded similarly (Jurić & Tremaine 2008; Moeckel et al. 2008; Matsumura et al. 2009 ). Nevertheless, before trying to match the giant planet population within the framework of our simulations including pebble accretion and planet migration, the exact migration and damping rates of multiple planets embedded in discs driven by disc winds need to be derived.
Hot gas giant formation
Recent observations of hot Jupiters have tried to constrain the heavy element content in these planets (Thorngren et al. 2016) , giving constraints to planet formation theories. Our simulations with S peb = 2.5 and α mig = 0.0001 have the potential to keep giant planets exterior to 1 AU, if their planetary seeds form exterior to 5 AU. However, these simulations do not produce any hot Jupiter planets.
We do not observe any scattering events of gas giants into the inner disc where they could become hot Jupiters. This seems to be in contrast to observations (Buchhave et al. 2018) , where scattering was suggested to be the main formation pathway of hot Jupiters. Instabilities on the other hand could occur on longer time-scales than the here considered integration (Beaugé & Nesvorný 2012) . The recent review by Dawson & Johnson (2018) additionally highlighted that all proposed formation chanels (in-situ formation, migration and scattering) have problems explain the properties of hot Jupiters, emphasising the complexity of the problem. We note here that our simulations at this point do not aim to reproduce the hot Jupiter population and are thus also missing important physics needed to explain hot Jupiter formation by scattering, for example tidal effects. Nevertheless we want to discuss the implications of the two formation chanels of hot Jupiters from our simulations:
1. Large pebble fluxes (S peb > 5.0), which allow fast growth of the planets in the inner disc to reach runaway gas accretion (Fig. 7) . 2. Fast inward migration as illustrated in section 3 allows the penetration of super Earths and gas giants into the inner system.
However, both scenarios have some flaws. Scenario 1 does not always lead to the formation of hot Jupiters, even for large pebble fluxes. Additionally, the core masses and thus potentially the heavy element content (assuming that not too many heavy elements can be accreted through the gas phase, but see Booth et al. 2017 ) is very low in contradiction to Thorngren et al. (2016) . In the second scenario where hot Jupiters can be formed by the rapid inward migration of super-Earths and gas giants allows for core masses in agreement with the heavy element content found by Thorngren et al. (2016) due to mutual collisions at the discs inner edge during the gas disc phase. This formation pathway is also possible at low pebble fluxes (see also Izidoro et al. (2019) ), representing low metallicity environments, where hot Jupiters are actually rare (Buchhave et al. 2018) .
On the other hand, if the second formation pathway with fast migration rates was the norm, then systems of cold gas giants should be very rare, in contradiction to observations. 6.9. Solar system formation Our simulations normally form multiple planets of at least a few Earth masses and many planets migrate into the inner disc, inconsistent with the solar system formation (see above), but in agreement with exoplanet systems (see the companion paper by Izidoro et al. (2019) ). At the same time, the formation of ice giants is quite rare. This can be related, as discussed above, due to the initial masses of the planetary embryos. Additionally, the formation of ice giants seems only possible in the simulations, where the pebble flux is 2.5 times the nominal pebble flux. Larger pebble fluxes turn the ice giants into gas giants, because their cores can grow quicker, allowing more time for envelope contraction, see above. This implies that for the formation of the solar system a pebble flux that allows the formation of gas giants around 5 AU, but at the same time does not allow the growth of gas giants around 10 AU and limits the growth of those bodies to ice giants instead is required. In the pebble accretion picture, ice giants did not reach pebble isolation mass, but accreted a polluted envelope consisting mostly of hydrogen during the gas disc phase while accreting pebbles Venturini & Helled 2017) . We note that even though the number of our simulations limited, the formation of outer ice giants is also quite rare in planet population synthesis models that include the same growth and disc model (Bitsch & Johansen 2017; Ndugu et al. 2018) . This implies that the formation of ice giants in this framework might indeed be hard, but solutions (as discussed above) will be investigated in the future.
The Earth formed after the gas-disc phase (Kleine et al. 2009 ). Morbidelli et al. (2015) suggested that Jupiter's core formed efficiently outside the ice line due to the accretion of water rich pebbles. Then Jupiter reached pebble isolation mass, blocking the inward flux of pebbles and quenching the growth of the inner embryos in the terrestrial planet zone. Our companion paper by Lambrechts et al. (2019) shows that under such a reduced flux of pebbles in to the terrestrial zone, interior embryos that only grow to roughly 0.1 Earth masses can then form terrestrial planets through collisions of embryos after the gas-disc phase.
In the solar system, Jupiter and Saturn orbit at 5.2 and 9.7 AU, which is farther away from the central star than most gas giants formed in our simulations. However, from the formation perspective of the solar system, the gas giants could have migrated to the inner disc (Jupiter migrating inwards to 1.5-2.0 AU) and then migrated outwards in resonance (Walsh et al. 2011; Pierens et al. 2014) . This would solve the problem of inward migration of gas giants close to 1 AU in our model in the framework of the formation of the solar system. Just stalling the migration of the giant planets would still results in the planets penetrating into the inner systems, as they migrate inwards mostly during their type-I migration phase. However, these effects are not included in our models, but we will investigate these effects in the future. Without reducing the migration rates even further, the Grand Tack scenario seems necessary to explain the formation of the solar systems, if Jupiters core formed at ∼5 AU.
Summary
In this paper we present results of N-body simulations including pebble accretion and planetary migration in the framework of giant planet formation. Our study builds on the single body approach of Bitsch et al. (2015b) regarding the formation recipes of giant planets.
In the simulations with nominal migration rates, we confirm the result of Bitsch et al. (2015b) that planetary embryos growing to form gas giants exterior to 1 AU have to originate from 20-40 AU using nominal planet migration rates. If planetary embryos form all over the disc, this scenario predicts a very large fraction of super-Earth to Jupiter-mass planets that migrate into the inner disc, in contrast to our own solar system (but see also section 6).
In order to form giant planets exterior to 1 AU, our simulations indicate that certain conditions have to be met. In particular, the structure of the formed planetary systems show a strong dependency on the pebble flux, the migration speed and the pebble isolation mass.
The pebble accretion rate in itself depends on the surface density of pebbles at the planets location, which in turn scales with the square-root of the pebble flux (eq. 2). Thus, if the pebble flux is too low, the growth rates become too low and planets can not grow to reach pebble isolation mass within the gas disc's lifetime. We show that a certain pebble flux is needed to allow a fast enough accretion to form the cores of giant planets. In particular, the simulations with nominal migration rates show that a total mass of 700 Earth masses of pebbles is needed to form giant planets starting at 20-40 AU (S peb = 10.0 in Fig. 3) .
The final position of growing planets is determined by migration. Recent studies of planet-disc interactions indicated that lower viscosities can allow an earlier transition to type-II migration and thus reduce large scale inward migration. We investigate how a lower viscosity for planet migration influences the formation of planetary systems, where we focus on two different migration speeds (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 ).
Our simulations indicate that a reduction to α mig = 0.00054 allows the formation of giant planets that stay exterior to 1 AU originating from 10 AU, while α mig = 0.0001 pushes this boundary down to 5 AU. However, reducing α mig to even lower values does not change this boundary, because the final mass of the planet is mostly independent of the pebble flux. Instead it depends on the disc's scale height, where the low scale heights in the inner disc cut growth via pebble accretion at a few Earth masses (see appendix A). This prevents planetary embryos formed in this region to grow into gas giants and these planets stay in the mass regime of super-Earths. Additionally, this implies that the formation of super-Earths in the inner part of the disc is independent of the pebble flux as predicted by observations (Buchhave et al. 2012; Buchhave & Latham 2015) , as long as the minimal flux for the formation of super-Earths is reached (see Lambrechts et al. 2019) .
Additionally planetary embryos formed closer to the central star grow faster due to the reduced pebble scale height and larger pebble surface density. This implies that a smaller pebble flux is sufficient to form giant planets from embryos exterior to 5 AU, if the migration speed is low. Indeed, with lower migration rates a total pebble mass of less than 200 Earth masses is needed to allow embryos to grow to giant planets.
Our studies show that an increase in the total time-integrated pebble flux of up to ∼350 Earth masses in total allows the formation of more gas giants, in agreement with the observed metallicity correlation of giant planets (Fischer & Valenti 2005; Johnson et al. 2010) . However, for even larger pebble fluxes, the giant planet formation frequency does not increase any more, because of the efficient ejection of small bodies caused by the growing gas giants preventing growth of many more bodies.
In Fig. 7 we show the final configuration of our planetary systems 5 Myr after gas disc dissipation as a function of timeintegrated pebble flux using a migration speed set by α mig = 0.0001. Low pebble fluxes result in systems with only superEarth mass planets, while systems with higher pebble fluxes allow the formation of gas giants. Intermediate pebble fluxes (S peb = 2.5) allow the formation of systems that harbour inner super-Earths with outer gas giants.
We finally present results of full planetary systems, where we investigate also the long term evolution after gas disc dissipation. As our simulations normally show around 10 or more planets that formed during the gas disc phase, the resulting systems are quite tightly packed. After gas disc dissipation, the planetary eccentricity and inclination are not damped by the gas any more and the smaller bodies are ejected from the system.
In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 we present two typical outcomes of our simulations. Either the system undergoes a massive instability and only two Jupiter planets remain on very eccentric orbits, or the system undergoes a smaller instability in which process not only the small bodies, but also some formed super-Earth planets are ejected. The resulting systems could then still harbour several planets, which are then mostly on quite circular orbits.
The here presented results, as well as the results of our companion papers (Lambrechts et al. 2019; Izidoro et al. 2019) , open new ways to study the formation of planetary systems by combining pebble accretion, planet migration and N-body dynamics. In the future we will expand our simulations to additionally study the evolution of full systems with terrestrial planets, superEarths and gas giants. Future research should be directed to the open issues pointed out in section 6 and the work presented in this trilogy of papers can act as a reference.
type-II migration rate have to be lower, but also the transition into type-II migration needs to happen earlier during the planets evolution.
In the following we thus use the Kanagawa et al. (2018) prescription with a reduced viscosity (implemented in our simulations through a reduced α mig parameter) to allow earlier gap opening and slower type-II migration (blue and green lines).
Using a reduced viscosity for migration, outward migration is not possible any more due to torque saturation. The planets migrating with the low α mig thus always migrate inwards. However, the lower α mig value allows an earlier gap opening and transition to type-II migration. This eventually saves the planets from migrating interior to 1 AU, if α mig is low enough and the planetary embryos start far away from the central star.
In Fig. B .1 we see that planets forming at 5 AU are not saved from migrating interior to 0.2 AU for α = 0.0001. However, in Fig. 5 planets forming at 5 AU with α mig = 0.0001 survive in the disc outside of 1 AU. This is caused by the mutual interactions of the planets, reducing their growth (due to eccentricity excitement), but also the migration behaviour by trapping in resonances.
Appendix C: Lower pebble scale height
In our simulations we calculated H peb using α disc = 0.0054, even for the simulations using α mig α disc , because we want to study the influence of migration on the formation of planetary systems alone. A reduced viscosity for pebble stirring reduces H peb and will increase the planetary growth rates via pebble accretion. This is related to an earlier transition from 3D accretion to the faster 2D accretion due to the smaller pebble scale height . In the following we thus test the influence on the formation of planetary systems if H peb is calculated with α mig .
Using the nominal pebble flux rate we simulate the evolution of planetary systems using α mig = 0.0001 and display the final systems in Fig. C.1 . As in section 4 we remove planetary embryos migrating interior to 1 AU. The final systems are very similar to the planetary systems formed with S peb = 2.5 − 5.0 and larger H peb displayed in Fig. 6 . Indeed growth tracks of single planets are very similar for these type of simulations as well.
Additionally, as a similar number of planets are formed in the simulations with lower H peb using the nominal pebble flux and in the simulations with higher H peb using a higher pebble flux, the pebble-to-planet conversion rate is larger for the simulations with lower H peb . As indicated in Fig. C .1 this conversion rate is now 30-40%. This implies that pebble accretion becomes even more efficient in simulations with low vertical stirring.
Additionally, this implies that systems with multiple gas giants can form from only 70M E of pebbles, which is less solid material than is incorporated into the giant planets in our solar system. On the other hand, the core masses in Fig. C .1 are lower than for the giants in our solar system, again hinting that our gas accretion rates are probably too generous. At this point it is thus difficult to distinguish if giant planet systems form in discs with a high pebble flux (S peb ) or with low H peb .
